Easiest Solution to Unformat Hard
Drive
NEW YORK, N.Y., May 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS, the leading data
recovery solution provider, announces its latest release – EASEUS Data
Recovery Wizard V4.3.6, featuring improved technology to unformat a hard
drive and recover files from formatted FAT/NTFS hard drives.

“We understand how you feel when you accidentally or
wrongly format your hard drive. You may lose your important data which
contains weeks of hard work, cherished photos or favorite movies. At this
moment, the solution to unformat a hard drive is in urgent need,” says Mr.
Liu, the CEO of EASEUS company. “As a company dedicated to data security
solution, we are making ceaseless efforts to help users to unformat a hard
drive, to get data back in the easiest way with Data Recovery Wizard.”
EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard is comprehensive data recovery software which
allows users to unformat a hard drive and recover deleted files emptied from
the Recycle Bin or lost data due to partition loss or damage; software crash,
virus infection, unexpected shutdown or any other unknown reasons. It
supports hardware RAID and hard drive, USB drive, SD card, memory card, etc.
The traditional way to recover data from a formatted hard drive is to send
computer to manual data recovery service center which takes lots of time and
money. With EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard, it becomes fairly simple to unformat
hard drive to get data back by following the straightforward instructions.
The high performance-and-price ratio of this program also saves you money.
“We’re confident that our software can do the trick and we’ve already
received thousands of impassioned emails,” added Mr. Liu. “However, we kindly
suggest that you backup your data regularly and be careful to operate your
computer. If you need to unformat hard drive for some reasons, we’re always
there.”
Pricing and Availability
Data Recovery Wizard starts at $69.95 (USD) for a single-user license.
Discounts for the buyers of two or more licenses are available. Licensed
customers get lifetime technical support and free updates. More information
to unformat hard drive with this software: www.easeus.com.

About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The company specializes in disk management, data security software and data
recovery software for Windows OS. Its other major products are Data Recovery
Wizard Professional, EASEUS Partition Master. For more information, visit
www.easeus.com.
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